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About This Game
Casual colorful physical puzzle with sweets, jumpers, teleports, accelerators, reverse gravity, traps, treadmills, lazors and
explosions.
The goal of the player is to keep the cookies on the chocolate bar for some time to pass the level.
In Chocolate makes you happy 7:
- 50 levels
- Explosions
- Jumpers
- Teleports
- Sweets
- Accelerators
- Traps
- Changing gravity
- Treadmills
- Lazors
- Colorful art
- Cool Soundtrack
- Achievements
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Title: Chocolate makes you happy 7
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blender Games
Publisher:
Blender Games
Franchise:
Chocolate makes you happy
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018
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Pretty nice escape the room game. Secret of success is having one feature, that will help this game stand out of tons of others.
And this one have to features - time travelling and action element. Fully interactive environment also can be named as feature of
this game. That was really fun. Game is not very durable, but made me and my family spend a couple of hours resolving quests
and just having fun.
Will I recommend it? Definately YES!. I like this game so much! I'd like to have bouth other games World of Wraplanes and
World of Warships on steam!. As somebody who deeply regretted not purchasing the collector's edition back when it was first
release this bit of DLC is most welcome.
They deserve the extra money. They really do.. Monkey Island 2: LeChuck's Revenge is a great addition to your downloadable
library.
Here we have one of the best point-and-click adventure games. The story is engaging and hilarious, the characters are all
fascinating, the music is catchy and it looks beautiful. The puzzles remain hard but the introduction of a hint system really helps
you when you are in trouble and the ability to swap to classic view is a real treat. The added voice acting and how you are now
able to use them in the classic view is also a welcome edition.. A need to have VR Game runs great even on my bad PC I have a
960 GTX and it works fantastic. A good game that has so much potential. not a good game i would not recormend. Good cheap
DLC but wish there was more, such as the sword of Conan and\/or some more armour pieces form the movie.
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best gmae evah. The good old days :)
I have played the demo to this as a kid and I only had 2 levels. Having replayed it now, as an adult, I realise in one of the
missions I was shooting everything that moved when in fact some were enemies some were allies :)
+1 you can kill allies
+1 you DO ran out of ammo
+1 there is more than one type of mission (kill these targets, escort friendlies, protect this while destroying that
go for medium dificulty, easy might be too easy.
I am now 6 hours into the game and i haven't finished it yet.
-1 for the modern age you might argue the graphics is outdated - but you can play it on 800x600 which is more than decent for a
game over 18 years old.
-1 you might argue that it can be repetetive at times - some missions are similar to the others

-1\/+1 the name of the planets - I think there is one named "pointless planet" and others with name among those names - not
much inspiration or puns intended.. good game but needs rule 34. A really nice Motorbike game held back by being a poor
console port.
Pro:
Good physics
Nice graphics in parts
Challenging
Cons:
Simplistic A.I
Config file need editing to enable high resolutions
Prone to crashing
Need to close Steam.exe process to properly exit the game
Xbox Controller icons don't appear in-game (simply refers to 'button 5' for example)

. Boring. You search for objects, solve a childish puzzle, search more objects, more childish puzzles, it is endless.. i played the
demo of this game when i got my first real computer and i kind of liked it back then.
but i forgot about it and just picked it up recently when it came up in a bundle.
it's a nice game and fun to play. it's not unfair but can be quite challenging, after all it's an old school game so don't expect some
auto heal or any other of that casual cr4p.
if you remeber this game from the old days then go and pick it up.
if you don't then you might want to skip it.
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